
Experience the extended ski season in  
Club Med ski resorts across Europe and  
Japan, from March to April.

With longer days and more favourable temperatures, 
it is the perfect time to enjoy the slopes no matter 
your ski level.

What are the advantages of going 
skiing in March and April?  

• Low-season prices: The off-peak season  
   means better value packages. Check out the  
   special ski prices, from flights to accommodation. 

• Fewer crowds & more time on the  
   slopes: In March and April, the ski slopes  
   are a lot quieter, providing a great opportunity  
   for beginners to work with our ski instructors to  
   improve their technique. Fewer crowds also mean  
   shorter lines at the ski lifts ensuring you maximise  
   your time on the slopes.  

• Milder temperatures: Blue skies, warmer  
   temperatures and longer days mean more time  
   to enjoy Club Med’s all-inclusive offering. From  
   enjoying a drink under the sun at après-ski, to  
   long afternoons spent carving up the powder  
   snow, the options are endless.   

• Winter & wellness activities: Allow yourself  
   to discover the mountains in a different way.  
   From snowshoeing to guided forest walks to dog  
   sledding and even paragliding, there are plenty of  
   opportunities to create unforgettable  
   experiences.  

• Cherry blossom season: If you time it just  
   right, you can explore the mainland beneath the  
   native Japanese Cherry Blossom trees. The  
   Cherry Blossom season is expected to peak from  
   late April to mid-May in Hokkaido.  



Terms and conditions apply. Your package includes skiing and snowboarding lessons for all ages* and levels, a 6-day lift pass (when you book a classic seven-day package) to take 
you wherever you need to go on the mountains. Lift pass is always included. Holidays to 3T resorts include lift passes that cover the local ski area, while holidays to 4T resorts 
include lift passes that cover the entire domain. *Ski lessons are included in the All-Incusive package from 4 y/o. Ski lessons are available (subject to availability) for 3 y/o at a 
supplement. Kiroro Peak minimum age of 12 years old and no kids clubs.
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CALL ZEPPELIN TRAVEL TODAY TO PLAN 
YOUR SPRING SKI HOLIDAY AT AN  
ALL-INCLUSIVE CLUB MED SKI RESORT

INCLUDED IN YOUR 
SKI HOLIDAY PACKAGE:

Accommodation
All-day dining
Premium open bar
Sports & Activities
Kids Clubs from 4 to 17 y/o
Live entertainment
Free Wi-Fi
Gym access 
Ski Group lessons
Ski lift passes
(Ski rental not included)


